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Abstract: Fuel management is one of the key processes to determine plant economy. It is

particularly demanding in situations where a single reactor produces a large share of the total

energy within the grid. In this paper, the scope of relevant services is described. The impact of

fuel manager's independence of the fuel vendor on the plant's performance and economy is

discussed. A few selected examples are shown where independent reviews of the fuel vendors

proposals have generated substantial benefits.

Introduction

A good practice in m-core fuel management (ICFM) should enable the operator not only to safely

operate the plant and efficiently utilize the fuel, but also to take advantage of the competitive

situation in the marketplace. Of course, to accomplish this task the fuel manager must be in the

position to perform the necessary investigations of various fuel types as offered by the vendors,

and to determine the long-term impact of the fuel's performance on the overall reactor economy.

But, in order to ensure unbiased judgement, the fuel manager must not be tied to the fuel vendor's

organization, he should be independent of the fuel vendor and his interests. That is ensured either

by installing a corresponding internal expert group within the operator's organisation, or by using

the services of an experienced external engineering company. In general, the assistance of an

external expert appears more effective and efficient: the external company can share resources
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among several operators and, by the same token, accumulate experience from a greater number

of reactors. Only for very large utilities this advantage applies also for an internal group.

Some utilities are, however, not willing to discontinue their historical ties to the (plant and) fuel

vendor. In those cases, a discussion of the utility with the fuel vendor about details and

alternatives of the proposed core design or about technical problems with the fuel are sometimes

difficult due to lack of qualified information on the side of the utility. Engaging an independent

expert / reviewer to check the official core designs with respect to the physics and economy of the

reactor might facilitate a solution to such a situation.

Scope of ICFM

The full-scope in-core fuel management encompasses a whole range of tasks in order to secure

a safe and economic operation of a nuclear reactor and to meet the demands of the utility and the

regulatory bodies:

- strategic studies (e.g. use of highly enriched fuel, in-out vs. low-leakage loading strategy, use

of recycled uranium and MOX etc.)

- detailed reload planning (determination of the optimum loading pattern including MOX fuel,

evaluation of core properties and safety parameters, licensing reports, support for the operator's

licensing activities)

- evaluation and delivery of process computer data

- continuous operating cycle evalution (comparison of measured and computed parameters)

- assisting the utility physics staff before startup and during the cycle

- fuel assembly layout (Gadolinia, MOX) to meet specific requirements of the utility.

Review activities, on the other hand, concentrate merely on independent re-calculation and re-

evaluation of the official reload designs, on proposing modifications on the loading scheme and

even on the amount of fresh fuel to be inserted, checking short-term and long-term consequences*

assistance in technical or legal problems with fuel (warranty questions), etc.

In any case, suitable (PWR, BWR, VVER etc.) advanced core-analysis codes must be available

for neutronics calculations, and be continuously adjusted to the state of science, technology and
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regulatory demands. They must be compatible with auxiliary codes that are accepted and used

world-wide to generate necessary data bases, e.g. CASMO, or to further evaluate computed

results, for example ORIGEN.

Thermal hydraulics core analyses must also be carried out including fuel-rod analyses, waterside

fuel-cladding corrosion studies etc. Even transient analyses are sometimes requested by the

regulators to be included in the licensing documents.

In order to utilize the competitive situation on the fuel market, core designs with a mix of fuel

from various vendors should be feasible. The fuel manager's contribution besides the actual core

design will be to develop fuel designs that are optimal for the planned reactor operation, compare

fuel offers submitted by various vendors, and monitor the fuel manufacture quality.

In fuel design studies, the fuel assemblies are optimized or checked with respect to their physical

properties, their performance and economy compatible with the operator's strategy. Fuel with

burnable poison, for example, must be adjusted with respect to the gadolinium enrichment and the

geometry of its distribution. The aim is to optimize the peak-power behaviour and the neutron

economy in a low-leakage environment. Assuming typical equilibrium core scenarios, consistent

with operating boundary conditions as defined by the reactor operator, this ensures maximum

long-term fuel utilization. MOX assemblies, another example for related tasks, must be optimized

with respect to the enrichment profiles and the positions of water-filled cladding tubes. The aim

here is to develop a design that would allow for a smooth power distribution and minimize the

local power peaks.

If fuel is being purchased on the free market, bids from several vendors must be evaluated. This

is not an easy task given the fact that only in very few cases the data supplied with the

corresponding offers are complete and directly comparable with each other. In such cases the

utilities need assistance by carrying out the following tasks:

- check the completeness of the vendors' data and request missing information

- generate independently the necessary data base for neutronics and thermal hydraulics for each

fuel assembly design and calculate the fuel performance parameters

- compare the designs with respect to fuel performance, handling and mechanical properties, take

into account existing experience and test results, eg from demo assemblies
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- evaluate fuel economy on the basis of maximum burnup under identical equilibrium conditions

- issue recommendations.

In general, it is also helpful if the fuel manager's organisation is capable to support the reactor

operator in all aspects of operation, i.e. when developing concepts, when special software is

needed, when discussions on technical issues with vendors and licensing authorities are taking

place, or when unforeseen or very special demand for expertise and/or manpower arises. That

support encompasses besides the general field of reactor physics also issues concerned with spent

fuel problems, health physics and radiation protection, QA in project and procurement activities,

installation of special software (e.g. on-line and off-line core monitoring, neutron fluence on

control rods, decay power per fuel assembly or of the entire core after shut-down, automatic

optimization of the assembly reload shuffling, fuel administration tools) and on-site services (e:g.

support for physical protection activities, fire protection concepts, document management

systems, sub-criticality monitoring during core reloading) etc.

Examples from NIS Practice

For the past 20 years NIS has been the responsible fuel manager for RWE's nuclear power

stations. NIS's engagement in this area has begun at the smaller pilot plant VAK in Kahl and in

Gundremmingen, unit A. Both plants have been decommissioned in the mean time. Currently, NIS

carries out this task for four large reactors owned by RWE Energie AG, namely the BWRs at

Gundremmingen, units B and C, and the PWRs in Biblis, units A and B (total of more than

5 GWe).

NIS was and is among the pioneers to introduce various novelties in the fuel management practice

in Germany, like gadolinium fuel, MOX fuel, low-leakage and recently the "super low-leakage"

loading patterns.

Support for the fuel management groups of other utilities and plants is given continuously as well,

several German PWRs using 18x18, 16x16 and 17x17 fuel assemblies. Notice that currently in the

Gundremmingen BWR units 9x9 and 10x10 uranium fuel and 9x9 MOX fuel is employed.

In several cases, independent re-calculations and modifications of the official fuel managers' core

designs by NIS has helped two German utilities as follows:
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On-going quality assurance of official fuel manager's calculations for a PWR is carried out by

NIS leading to revisions of the reports by the fuel manager.

NIS is assisting another utility in discussions with the fuel vendor/manager in cases when

technical problems occur. This assistance facilitates proposals for solutions, evaluations of

warranty-related incidents (for example for cladding tube corrosions, spacer problems),

financial assessment for fuel that failed to reach the target burnup guaranteed by the vendor,

etc.

An alternative core design was proposed by NIS after reviewing the fuel manager's work for

a second PWR, and accepted by the operator. Its implementation by the fuel vendor led to

savings of four fuel assemblies in a single cycle, and a simultaneous improvement of the power

distribution, of the power-peak behaviour and the fuel economy (a few key parameters are

listed below in Table 1).

Table 1

cycle length [EFPD]
without stretchout

peak power density/
avage power density

BOC

MOC

EOC

No. of reload assemblies

Fuel manager's
proposal

333

1.97

1.99

1.72

68

NIS proposal
as realized

332

2.07

1.88

1.76

64

The NIS proposal included a model calculation confirming also the long-term advantage of that

modification.

The fuel economy was further improved in subsequent cycles when additional modifications

proposed by NIS were realised. After enhancing the low-leakage degree ("super low-leakage"

core design) and so improving the operating parameters in the next cycle, NIS's changes to the-

core design in the cycle thereafter helped to increase the energy production by several FPd.
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